INTRO & ADVANCED TUTORIALS - JULY 25
DATA TALKS - JULY 26-27

BERLIN - BCC

AN EVENT FOR USERS AND DEVELOPERS
OF PYTHON TOOLS FOR DATA ANALYSIS,
BI, AND BIG DATA - pydata.org/berlin2014/

Topics covered will include:

HPC
Python in Finance
Emerging Patterns in Data Processing
Natural Language Processing With Python

Data Visualisation
Parallel Processing
Data-Mining
Machine Learning

Past attendees and sponsors are saying:

The atmosphere throughout the entire weekend was great, with a real focus on tools and techniques, and not the sales and marketing overkill of some other conferences. It was good to meet so many people involved in creating and maintaining the tools I use on a daily basis, if only to be able to buy them a beer as thanks for their hard work. The consensus between my colleague and I at the end of the weekend was that it would have been well worth going in a personal capacity, even if our employer hadn’t funded the trip (something you can’t say about many conferences).

Ian Huston, Data Scientist - Pivotal, Iahuston.net

First time in @parsely’s history that I’ve been *overwhelmed* with top-quality engineering candidates, inbound. Many via @PyDataConf.

Tweeted by @amontalenti, 21 November 2013

http://pydata.org/berlin2014/